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Introduction

Dear Reader,

As you dig into this annual report, you will undoubtedly notice one overarching theme: The European elections in 
May 2019 have guided every single activity of the European Parliament Liaison Office (EPLO) throughout 2018� 

Understandably so� The next European elections are set to be crucial in many ways, as the landscape of both politics 
and media have changed immeasurably over the past five years� The 2014 elections seem like a distant memory amid 
a changing international order, Brexit, disinformation and new perspectives within and outside of the European 
Union�

Our message is very simple: Go out and vote� The European elections in May are about your future, the future of your 
friends and family, and about the future of European democracy� This time it is not enough to just hope for a better 
future: this time we all need to take responsibility for it� So this time we are not just asking you to vote, we are also 
asking you to help to persuade others to inform themselves, to participate in the debate and to vote� 

So what did we do in 2018? We worked towards making the European Parliament and the Danish MEPs more visible, 
and the EU more understandable, more transparent and more accessible for citizens� This is what this annual report 
is all about� 

The increase in the number of projects completed during the year was made possible in part by the addition of two 
new team members� Our numerous tasks were carried out by a team of three ADs, four contractual agents, four ASTs 
and three sets of two trainees� A small team like ours is dependent on working together with MEPs and partners� 
Thanks to all of you� You know who you are!

The EPLO Copenhagen team

 

Christina Jensen, Sausan Mersoumi, Anne Mette Vestergaard, Jacob Lolck, Christa Stelling, Lea Hovmand 
Jørgensen, Camilla Gustafsson, Sophia Colberg Olsen og Sammy Lauritsen� (The EPLO team at the end of 
2018� Mie Olsen was absent�)
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2018 in figures

446 posts

53,333
interactions

153 posts

3664
interactions

383 tweets

9150
interactions

35 media items     •     2,245,000 total media outreach

128 activities 

26 Stakeholder activities

64 youth activities

14 press activities

7 election activities

14 general activities 

11,118 direct participants

134 MEPs appearances

623 stakeholders

603 journalists

898 teachers

7668 students

6



1� Media activities
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1� Press seminar for journalist students in Strasbourg

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network in the Danish 
media landscape� Every year, the EPLO is therefore organising a variety of press seminars in Brussels in order to ensure 
that the Danish media has the necessary basic knowledge and insight in the EU in general and in the European 
Parliament and its legislative work in particular� 

The very first press seminar of the year took place on 16 January with a group of 17 students of journalism from the 
Danish School of Media and Journalism in Aarhus�

During the visit at the EP, the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received information 
on the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media services and 
offers for journalists� The programme also included meetings with MEPs Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Christel 
Schaldemose (S&D) as well as the Danish EU-correspondent from DR, Ole Ryborg� They also visited and received a 
tour of the Parlamentarium� 

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 17

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 17

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Briefing on EU labour market and social policies

On 2 February a combined press and stakeholder briefing was organised in collaboration with the NGO DEO� The 
focus was on EU social and labour market policy, with a particular focus on the stationing of workers, the coordination 
of social security systems, and the EU's social pillar�

The briefing included an introduction by HoO Anne Mette Vestergaard on the EP's role in negotiations on social 
and labour market policies and on EP2019, a presentation by the Polish Ambassador on the Polish perspective on 
EU labour market policies, presentations by two experts from University of Copenhagen, Jens Arnholtz and Dorte 
Sindbjerg Martinsen, on posting of workers and coordination of social security systems, and a discussion between 
the Danish MPs Jan E� Jørgensen and Rasmus Nordqvist, both spokespersons on EU affairs�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 42

Stakeholders 32

Journalists 8

Youth 0

Teachers 2

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 1 100,000

Written 0 0

Online 2 5000

Not relevant for Facebook

2 posts     •     16 interactions     •     3315 impressions

Not relevant for Instagram 
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1� Press briefing on the budget at the National Parliament

Continuing from last years' work, the EPLO invited Danish journalists and editors to a series of press briefings in 
Denmark� The scope of the briefings was to increase the awareness and media coverage of the institutional and 
legislative role of the EP and to familiarise Danish media with the work of the Danish MEPs� 

The first briefing of this kind took place on 23 February in the premises of the Danish Parliament, Christiansborg, 
in connection with a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs, in which the Danish MEPs were also invited to 
participate�

The four Danish MEPs Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) and Margrete Auken 
(Greens) participated in the briefing with 16 journalists present� The journalists represented a range of print, AV 
and online media, including representatives of national Danish TV news (DR), leading national newspapers (Ekstra 
Bladet, Information) and leading news agencies (Ritzau, Reuters) in addition to one MEP assistent and the Press 
Officer of the EC Representation in Copenhagen� 

The briefing was moderated by the EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and focused on the upcoming 
budget, the impact of Brexit, and the future of the EU� 

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 18

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 16

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 2 100,000

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Press seminar for journalist students in Brussels

A press seminar was organised on 23 April for a group consisting of 19 students of journalism from the Danish 
School of Media and Journalism in Aarhus and their teacher�

During the visit at the EP, the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received information on 
the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour of the plenary and a briefing on the EP media services 
and offers for journalists� The programme also included presentations by MEPs Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Christel 
Schaldemose (S&D), and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 19

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 19

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Press briefing at the National Parliament: One year to go

On 25 May, a press seminar took place in the premises of the Danish Parliament, Christiansborg, in connection with 
a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs, in which the Danish MEPs were also invited to participate� The 
occasion of the day was to mark one year until the EP2019 elections�

The Danish MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) participated in the briefing with 13 
journalists present� The journalists represented a range of print, AV and online media, including representatives 
of national Danish TV news (DR), leading national newspapers (Politiken, Ekstra Bladet) and leading news agencies 
(Ritzau, Bloomberg)�

The briefing was moderated by the EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and focused on the upcoming 
elections and the EP's institutional election campaign, how the MEPs would approach the elections, and the 
curious discrepancy between support for the European project and the low turnout on election day� The latest 
Eurobarometer was presented at the briefing, showing that 76 % of Danes believe it is very important for them to 
vote at the European elections�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 15

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 13

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Danish Cartoonists in Strasbourg

The EPLO hosted a group of 15 cartoonists from the Danish Cartoonists association on 28-30 May for the plenary 
session� They were accompanied by the EPLO's head of office Anne Mette Vestergaard and press officer Jacob Lolck� 

During their stay, the cartoonists were given the opportunity to sketch while watching plenary sessions and votes� 
They also had meetings with the MEPs Jørn Dohrmann (ECR), Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP) 
and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), who were all happy to lend their time and likenesses to the cartoonists� They were 
also given presentations by the European Ombudsman Emily O'Reilly, Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, and 
Director-General of Communication Jaume Duch�

The cartoonists all produced drawings during their stay, which have been used on social media� A collaboration has 
been set up with regards to a book of satirical cartoons for the EP2019 elections (see Election activities)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 15

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 15

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 posts     •     62 interactions     •     4299 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     44 interactions

X 5 X 4
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1� Press seminar for TV2 in Brussels

On 26 September a group of 20 journalists from the national broadcaster TV2 took part in a press seminar organised 
by the EPLO�

During the visit at the EP the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officers and received information on 
the work of the EP and the EPLO in addition to a guided tour and a briefing on the EP media services and offers for 
journalists� The programme also included meetings with MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Morten Helveg Petersen 
(ALDE), and Christel Schaldemose (S&D) as well as a policy advisor to Jeppe Kofod (S&D)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 20

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 20

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

3 posts     •     74 interactions     •     5167 reached 

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� EP for Dummies

On 28 September the EPLO organised a briefing titled “EP for Dummies” for a group of young AV and online 
journalists from DR, the national public-service broadcaster� The journalists all actively contribute to the news 
production on DR’s different platforms� The event was repeated on 5 October for journalists from Berlingske, a 
major national newspaper�

The event with DR was moderated by the EPLO's Press Officers and the experienced EU journalist Andreas Marckmann, 
who was able to place the information from the EPLO Press Officers in a context relevant for the journalists� The event 
allowed for journalists to gain insight from a trusted colleague into the European elections and how to cover them� 

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 35

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 35

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 2 100,000

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     35 interactions
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1� Nordic audiovisual seminar in Brussels

On 10-11 October, the EPLO co-organised an audiovisual seminar with the other Nordic EPLOs in Stockholm and 
Helsinki� Of the 20 participating journalists, 3 represented Danish media�

The journalists were given a tour of the plenary as well as an extensive introduction to the European Parliament's 
audiovisual and online facilities, which were used to produce content� The visit culminated in one radio piece for 
DRP1's Orientering Europa, one piece for TV2 Fyn, distributed as a tv and online piece, and one of the participating 
Danes produced material for an educational documentary about the EU, to be used by secondary schools� It is 
estimated to have a reach of 10,000 students once it is made available as teaching material�

Director-General of Communication Jaume Duch welcomed  the journalists� The journalists also met with Nordic 
MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Heidi Hautala (Greens/FN), and Anna Maria Corazza Bildt (EPP/SE)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 20

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 20

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 1 50,000

Radio 1 100,000

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Press briefing on the EE2019 at the National Parliament

On 12 October, the Danish MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) participated in a press 
seminar at the Danish Parliament, Christiansborg� Unfortunately, MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Rina Ronja 
Kari (GUE/NGL) were prevented from attending at the last minute� The 12 journalists present represented a range 
of print, AV and online media, including representatives of national Danish TV news (DR, TV2), leading national 
newspapers (Politiken, Berlingske) and leading news agencies (Ritzau, Reuters)�

The briefing was moderated by the EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and focused on the upcoming 
EP2019 elections and the EP's institutional election campaign, how the MEPs would approach the elections, and the 
curious discrepancy between support for the European project and the low turnout on election day� The EPLO's press 
toolkit was presented at the briefing, including key dates and events in the European elections, and information on 
e�g� the lead candidate process and the European Parliament's election campaign�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 14

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 12

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Journalism Festival in Odense

The Journalism Festival, known as Journalistisk Fagfestival, is Denmark's largest media festival and brings together 
the entire media and communication industry� The aim of the Festival is to inspire, share knowledge and know-how 
and debate the future of media and the communication industry� The program included a string of Danish and 
international media people, politicians and communicators�

The Fagfestival took place on 4-5 November in Odense� It attracted around 1000 members of the press and other 
interested parties�

The EPLO organised a stand at the Festival in cooperation with the EC Representation during the two-day festival� 
The EPLO was represented by its two Press Officers, who offered individual briefings on the EP2019 elections to 
journalists passing by� They also handed out materials on the EU election and the European Parliament�

There were also well-visited presentations on the EU by DR's EU-correspondent Ole Ryborg, chief editor Jakob 
Nielsen of Altinget, and Commissioner Margrethe Vestager�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 0

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 300

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 1 5000

1 post     •     81 interactions     •     3182 reached 

5 posts     •     184 interactions     •     13,435 reached 

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Press seminar for Nordic journalists in Brussels

On 7 November the EPLO sent a group of Danish journalists along with other Nordic journalists to Brussels for 
an international seminar� Of the 15 participating Nordic journalists, 4 were Danish� During the visit to the EP, the 
journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received information on the work of the EP with specific 
focus on how to cover the EP2019 elections (Spitzenkandidaten, key events in the EP2019 campaign, offers to the 
press)� 

The journalists received at guided tour and a briefing on the EP media services and offers to journalists, including 
the AV and digital services� They also met and discussed with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Cecilia Wikström  
(ALDE/SE) and Nils Torvalds (ALDE/SE) and Richard Corbett (S&D/UK)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 15

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 15

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for instagram

x 4 x 4
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1� Press seminar for Praktikantalliancen in Brussels

On 27 November the EPLO organised a whole-day seminar in Brussels for a group of 27 young journalists who are 
doing traineeships in media all over Denmark� During the visit to the EP, the journalists were accompanied by the 
EPLO press officer and received information on the work of the EP with a specific focus on how to cover the EP2019 
elections (Spitzenkandidaten, key events in the EP2019 campaign, offers to the press)� 

The journalists received at guided tour and a briefing on the EP media services and offers to journalists, including the 
AV and digital services� They also met and discussed with MEPs Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Morten Løkkegaard 
(ALDE) and Jeppe Kofod (S&D)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 27

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 27

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for instagram
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1� Press seminar for regional journalists in Brussels

On 28 November the EPLO organised a whole-day seminar in Brussels for a group of around 20 local and regional 
journalists, who are members of the Zealand branch of The Danish Union of Journalists� 

During the visit to the EP, the journalists were accompanied by the EPLO press officer and received information on 
the work of the EP focusing on how to cover the EP2019 elections, more specifically the spitzenkandidaten process, 
key events in the EP2019 campaign and offers to the press� They also met with MEPs Jens Rohde (ALDE), Christel 
Schaldemose (S&D) and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP)�

The journalists were also taken to the Future of Europe debate with Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen in 
the Plenary�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 17

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 17

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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1� Press briefing on the EE2019 at the National Parliament

A press briefing organised by the EPLO took place on 7 December in the premises of the Danish Parliament, 
Christiansborg, in connection with a meeting in the Committee on European Affairs, in which the Danish MEPs were 
also invited to participate�

The Danish MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) participated� The 15 journalists 
present represented a range of print, AV and online media, including representatives of national Danish TV news 
(DR), leading national newspapers (Politiken, Berlingske, B�T� and Jyllands-Posten) and leading news agencies 
(Reuters), as well as the fact-checking news medium Mandag Morgen�

The briefing was moderated by the EPLO Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and focused on the upcoming 
EP2019 elections and the institutional election campaign, how the MEPs would approach the elections, and the 
curious discrepancy between support for the European project and the low turnout on election day� The EPLO's press 
toolkit was presented at the briefing, including key dates and events in the European elections, and information on 
e�g� the lead candidate process and the European Parliament's election campaign� The EPLO's Press Officer also 
presented the recently launched site what-europe-does-for-me�eu, giving citizens a tool for quickly accessing 
information on the EU's projects in their home regions�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 20

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 15

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 2 100,000

Written 1 100,000

Online 1 20,000

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram



2� Online activities
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Facebook2�

Facebook has 3,476,000 Danish users and therefore all target groups can be
 reached - from specific stakeholders to the youth� All our posts published 
on Facebook have a specific target audience and are created and promoted based on that target audience� Since 
2017 we have used Business Manager which allows fora more strategic approach on targetting different audiences� 
As our 16,717 fans (by 31 December 2018) represent a wide variety of age groups and audiences, we always seek 
variation in terms of the content published on our page with both centrally and locally produced material�

The EPLO had a series of 32 Voxpop videos produced on the occasion of the election campaign thistimeimvoting�
eu� Ordinary citizens were asked their opinions on a number of topics pertinent to the elections� Of these, 4 were 
distributed on social media in 2018, with the other 28 to be released biweekly until the elections� The EPLO also 
produced videos with MEPs declaring their intention to vote, as well as topical videos� The MEPs are happy to 
participate, and we have so far produced videos with MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), 
Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), 
Christel Schaldemose (S&D), and Anders Vistisen (ECR)� We have also produced election videos with campaign 
volunteers, notable opinion leaders, and the Commissioner Margrethe Vestager�

During 2018 Facebook Live continued to be an integrated part of the EPLO events whenever relevant (in order to 
take advantage of the increased focus on videos by Facebook)� We produced more than 15 Facebook Live sessions 
during the year and ensured that the moderators included the Facebook comments actively during Q&As at our 
events�

The rather significant rise in some of our key metrics, especially the more-than-doubling of total interactions from 
21,801 in 2017 to 53,333 in 2018 can possibly be attributed to our changed promotion practices� From November 
2017, the EPLO took a more active role in the paid promotion of content� This is now run in-house, targeting relevant 
audiences for each post�

Key results

      New fans                 Posts      Interactions    Engaged users           Reach              Video views   Minutes viewed

            618                        446                       52,333                   74,307               2,983,026               635,257               201,554

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Twitter2�

With 489,305 Danish users, Twitter has not had a public breakthrough in
Denmark and the users are almost exclusively journalists, politicians and 
stakeholders, making it a multiplier network� All our communication on Twitter therefore seeks to target journalists, 
focus on maintaining a  relationship with the Danish MEPs and national politicians or focus on reaching multipliers 
interested in our events or specific themes discussed at the EP at a given time�  The content on Twitter mainly 
consists of day to day news, link to EP streaming (the most interesting in a Danish context), live-tweeting  from 
relevant events, engaging with multipliers and retweeting the  Danish MEPs when they tweet about their work at 
the EP�

Despite an acceptable number of 4,370 followers on Twitter (on 31 December 2018), almost identical to last 
year's total, and several measurable successes during the past year, there is still room for improvement� We need to 
strengthen our performance and target our communication more than has been the case until now� Additionally, 
we need to focus even more on monitoring the platform in order to identify existing dialogues in which we can 
engage, rather than tweeting the traditional push messages, which are not ideal on Twitter in a Danish context�

While the number of video views on Twitter has dropped by about 600 views from 2017's 2,598 views, the number 
of videos watched in full has risen significantly, resulting in an almost five-fold increase in minutes viewed from 467 
to 2,143 minutes of EPLO videos viewed� Amongst published videos are the aforementioned election campaign 
pledge videos, of which one featuring Commissioner Margrethe Vestager was the most viewed�

The EPLO does not use paid promotion on Twitter�

Created by the EPLO in 2014, #eudk continues to be the hashtag for EU debate in Denmark�

Key results

   New followers         Tweets       Interactions      Profile visits      Impressions        Video views   Minutes viewed 
 

              355                        383                        9,150                   29,568                 834,700  1,903                      2,143

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Instagram2�

It is estimated that the number of Instagram user in Denmark has risen
from 868,000 to 1,625,190 users in Denmark, of which 56% are 16-24 
years old� The platform, then, has experienced explosive growth in the
country, and continues to be overwhelmingly a youth medium� The EPLO makes efforts to keep up with these 
developments, and the vast majority of our Instagram activities target the youth� 

During the past years, we have gradually developed our Instagram account and become familiar with the tool� This 
has resulted in better knowledge of the platform and the valuables hidden within it, and we are currently in the 
process of identifying possible further development of our activities on Instagram, focusing on youth in relation to 
the EP2019 campaign�

The Instagram cardboard frame first produced in 2017 was redeveloped and subsequently expanded upon in 
"regular" and election formats, designed and produced to be distributed amongst partner organisations in the run-
up to the election� At the People's Meeting in June and the Youth Democracy Festival in September, the Instagram 
activity was reimagined with the elections in mind� Young people could then pose with a message of encouraging 
others to vote in the 2019 elections�

The use of the story feature, while not offering measurable metrics, has provided a valuable tool to reach many 
users on Instagram� Efforts to make use of stories have intensified since September, and Instagram stories are now 
produced for the majority of our events that are relevant for social media, as well as for key plenary debates, such as 
Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen's Future of Europe Debate in November� In future, we may re-evaluate 
what is considered relevant for Instagram, 

During the past year, our efforts have been rewarded with increases of around 50% in our three key metrics�

Key results

     Followers                 Posts       Interactions    

           1,260                       153                        3,664

* The figures only take the EPLO social media activity into account� All individual contributions by staff members, 
MEPs, partners, multipliers and participants are not covered in the figures in this annual report�  
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Newsletter 2�

Our weekly newsletter, EP-Info, is published on the EPLO website on Fridays and 
provide the readers with an overview of the various legislative issues debated and 
voted in the European Parliament during the week� The main focus is on legislative topics with a special Danish 
interest and the Danish MEPs are often quoted in the newsletter�  The content also includes news and highlights 
from the EPLO activitites as well as a list of upcoming events with an EU angle in Denmark and job openings within 
EU affairs�  We have also taken steps to update our newsletter recipients on election events by adding a section with 
"events of the week" with a link to the TTIMV-eventpage�

During 2018, a total of 35 issues were published on the website and all 35 were sent to our distribution list using 
CoManSys�    

2018 newsletter overview

Issues Sent Delivered Opened
35 37,639 37,216 10,469

Website
The EPLO website is updated on a regular basis and includes news articles on the legislative work of the European 
Parliament, EPLO events and press seminars as well as general information on the role of the EP, the Danish MEPs 
and our offers for visitors, schools and the media�

The majority of website visitors originate from Google, and our website therefore underwent a major overhaul 
during the summer of 2017 to make it more search engine friendly� Social media channels also play a key role in the 
content delivery strategy of the EPLO, as Facebook is the second largest delivery page� 



3� Youth activities
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School visits at the Europe House3�

The EPLO regularly receives schools from all over the country at the Europe House� In general all schools receive 
a presentation on the EU focusing on the role of the EU institutions, the legislative work of the EP and the Danish 
MEPs, including a final quiz� The presentations are organised in cooperation with the EC Rep and on average, a 
presentation lasts between one and two hours� For some schools we offer more tailor-made presentations on 
high-profile topics like Brexit or migration� In 2018 we received a total of 1622 students and 56 teachers from 51 
different schools across the country, including vocational schools� This marks a significant increase from the 853 
students received in 2017�

The Europe House was able to expand its school outreach efforts by the addition of an Info-Point host, who has the 
school presentations as a core part of his work� Amongst the highlights of the tireless work was November, which 
saw 16 school visits in the span of a single month� Once the refurbishment of the Europe House is completed and 
the Europa Experience opens its doors, the work of the EU institutions and the European Parliament can be brought 
to life to an even higher degree for the many young visitors to the Europe House�

Participating schools
18 January • Frederiksborg Gym� • 14 secondary student  • 1 teacher
19 January  • Ørestad Gymnasium • 18 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
24 January  • Ordrup Gymnasium • 27 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
25 January  • Borupgaard Gym� • 30 secondary students  • 2 teachers
31 January  • Store Magleby Skole • 25 elementary students • 1 teacher 
1 February • Nørresundby Gym�/HF • 29 secondary students  • 1 teacher
20 February • Hjuldamperen  • 20 secondary students  • 1 teacher
22 February  • Falkonérgården  • 20 elementary students • 1 teacher
27 February  • Tårnby Gymnasium • 30 secondary students  • 1 teacher
13 March • Norddjurs Friskole • 28 elementarystudents  • 1 teacher
14 March  • Herning Gymnasium • 25 secondary students  • 1 teacher
16 March • Randers Statsskole • 24 elementary students • 1 teacher 
13 April  • Belarussian exchange • 20 university students  • 1 teacher
18 April  • Journalisthøjskolen • 21 university students  • 1 teacher
3 May  • Høng Skole  • 24 elementary students • 1 teacher
5 May   • Landsgraf Friskole • 33 elementary students • 1 teacher 
8 May   • Erhversudd� Sundhed • 31 vocational students  • 1 teacher 
15 May  • Hasseris Gymnasium • 24 secondary students  • 1 teacher
17 May  • Usserød Skole   • 31 elementary students • 1 teacher
30 May  • Niels Brock  • 23 secondary students  • 2 teachers
30 May   • Campus Bornholm • 21 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
17 August  • Gribskov Gymnasium • 7 secondary students  • 1 teacher
14 September  • Svendborg Gym� • 50 secondary students  • 1 teacher
14 September  • Viborg Katedralskole • 45 secondary students  • 1 teacher
19 September  • Enghavegård Skole • 50 elementary students • 1 teacher

Outreach - Direct participants

Higher education 157 Teachers 56Secondary students 773Elementary students 692
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School visits at the Europe House3�

Participating schools (continued)      
5 October • Ørestad Skole  • 30 elementary students • 1 teacher
22 October  • KBH Professionsskole • 25 vocational students  • 1 teacher 
23 October • Christianshavns Gym� • 28 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
24 October • Lindegårdsskolen • 25 elementary students • 2 teachers
24 October  • Højdevangens Skole • 40 elementary students • 1 teacher 
30 October • Hillerød Skole  • 13 elementary students • 1 teacher
2 November • Holbæk Byskole • 45 elementary students • 1 teacher
5 November  • Nyager Skole   • 25 elementary students • 1 teacher
7 November  • Rødkilde Skole  • 29 elementary students • 1 teacher
7 November • Lyngby Handelsskole • 31 secondary students  • 1 teacher
8 November • Nordstrandsskolen • 19 elementary students • 1 teacher
9 November • Sorø Akademi  • 31 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
13 November • Langelinieskolen • 22 elementary students • 1 teacher
19 November  • Nyager Skole  • 25 elementary students • 1 teacher
21 November • Langelinieskolen • 28 elementary students • 1 teacher
22 November • Aurehøj Gymnasium • 31 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
26 November • Sortedamsskolen • 25 elementary students • 1 teacher 
27 November • Trongårdskolen  • 21 elementary students • 1 teacher 
27 November • Gribskov Gymnasium  • 29 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
28 November • Gribskolen  • 50 elementary students • 1 teacher
29 November  • Frederiksberg Gym� • 26 secondary students  • 1 teacher 
29 November  • Langelinieskolen • 30 secondary students  • 1 teacher
4 December • International Students • 60 university students  • 1 teacher
7 December  • Slagelse Gymnasium • 30 secondary students  • 1 teacher
10 December  • Kruse Gymnasium • 150 secondary students • 1 teacher
14 December  • Ørestad Friskole • 20 elementary students • 1 teacher
18 December • Mulernes Legatskole • 24 secondary students  • 1 teacher
  

4 posts     •     127 interactions     •     9833 reached 

1 post     •     23 interactions
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Euroscola3�

In 2018 15 Danish schools were selected to participate in Euroscola� It is a very popular programme and both 
students and teachers continously provide very positive feedback� 

The Danish selection process included an online competition in which the schools had to elaborate on how their 
Euroscola participation would be included in the curriculum, whether they would use social media to support their 
visit in Strasbourg etc� In total 46 schools participated in the 2018 Euroscola competition�

19 January • Vedersø Idrætsefterskole • 20 students • 2 teachers 
1 February   • 10iCampus   • 24 students • 2 teachers 
15 February • Haderslev Katedralskole • 26 students • 2 teachers 
22 February • Aarhus Statsgymnasium • 24 students • 2 teachers 
8 March  • Ranum Efterskole College • 24 students • 2 teachers
22 March • Køge Handelsskole  • 24 students • 2 teachers 
3 May  • IBC Intl� Business College • 24 students • 2 teachers
24 May  • SOPU    • 24 students • 2 teachers 
1-2 June • Sukkertoppen Gymnasium • 27 students • 2 teachers 
18 October • Det Naturvidenskabelig Gym� • 22 students • 2 teachers 
26 October • Hårslev Efterskole  • 24 students • 2 teachers 
27 November • Aabenraa Statsskole  • 28 students • 2 teachers
29 November  • Aurehøj Gymnasium  • 24 students • 2 teachers 
6 December • Frederiksværk Gym� & HF • 24 students • 2 teachers
14 December • Eisbjerghus Intl� Efterskole • 24 students • 2 teachers

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 393

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 3

Youth 363

Teachers 30

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 2 15,000

Online 2 5000

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

EPLO not present
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3� EU Youth Summit at the National Parliament

The annual EU Youth Summit took place on 3-4 March at the National Parliament and 196 young people aged 15 to 
25 participated from different regions of the country� The EU Youth Summit, which  was organised by the EPLO and 
volunteers from FIC Ungdom, was implemented as a large-scale role play at which  the paticipants were seated and 
acted as if they were part of an EU Summit� The purpose of the annual Youth summit is to engage the youth in the 
political debate and put their opinions on the future of Europe on the agenda�  

The years' theme was the social pillar� Prior to the event, participants were assigned roles according to five different 
councils of ministers, and during the entire weekend the participants acted upon their roles, including plenum 
negotiations, bilateral meetings, and they were interviewed for a very active Facebook Page by participants acting 
as journalists� The participants produced a final charter with their views on how the issues should be dealt with�  

The Speaker of the National Parliament, Pia Kjærsgaard, opened the summit by emphasising the importance of 
not taking democracy for granted, and MEP Jeppe Kofod (S&D) gave a speech focusing on the importance of active 
participation in European democracy� As a special feature, an EPLO trainee had produced a video interview with EU 
Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, who provided the participants with tips and tricks for the negotiations� Head 
of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard gave a workshop for teachers on how to teach the EU�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 211

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 196

Teachers 15

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 2 650,000

Radio 1 200,000

Written 0 0

Online 1 300,000

5 posts     •     587 interactions     •     23,082 reached 

6 posts     •     55 interactions     •     9043 reached 

8 posts     •     275 interactions
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3� Road  trip to secondary schools in Zealand

In cooperation with the European Movement, the EPLO organised two road trips to six schools on 21-23 March and  
30 October to 1 November� The overall aim was to put emphasis on the EU among Danish youths and encourage 
them to participate actively in European Democracy by hosting an intense full-day EU-seminar at each school� The 
schools were in Holbæk, Albertslund, Himmelev, Roskilde and Farum�

In order to make the EU a matter of interest for young students, each seminar tried to strike a balance between 
engaging activities and more informative elements� We achieved our goal by presenting the students with quizzes, 
workshops, videos and role plays during the day and ended up with a panel discussion with young, local politicians� 
Furthermore, we encouraged the students to take part in the European Parliamentary Democracy, to make their 
voices heard and to contribute actively in the EP2019� 

The EPLO was an integrated part of the planning, outlining of the programme, and development of the various 
teaching elements (quizzes, workshops etc�) and participated directly by assigning a staff member to participate 
during the entire week, giving a presentation on the EU institutions and the legislative role of the EP, arranging 
quizzes, introducing and moderate the role play, ensure social media coverage at each school and evaluate� 

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 813

Stakeholders 1

Journalists 0

Youth 791

Teachers 21

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 1 10,000

Online 1 15,000

2 posts     •     182 interactions     •     7169 reached 

1 post     •     3 interactions     •     754 reached 

2 posts     •    31 interactions 

X 3 X 7
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3� The Youth Democracy Festival: Dilemma game

Inspired by the annual People’s Meeting at Bornholm a special People’s Meeting for the Youth (“The Youth Democracy 
Festival”) was launched in 2016� The two-day political youth event, which could be compared to the biannual EYE 
in Strasbourg, took place on 6-8 September and numerous schools from all regions of the country participated in 
the +500 events organised by 87 participating organisations and political parties, including the National Parliament�

On 6 September the EPLO and the European Movement hosted a 1½ hour workshop for 42 participants� At the 
workshop the participants were briefed on the current state of play and challenges of circular economy before 
they were divided into groups representing the political parties at the European Parliament, the EU Commissioner, 
and various circular economy businesses such as Airbnb and GoMore� The participants then had to discuss and 
negotiate on various legislative proposals�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 42

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 40

Teachers 2

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 2 1000

1 posts     •     59 interactions     •     2811 reached 

3 posts     •     211 interactions     •     12,177 impressions

2 posts     •     53 interactions     
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3� The Youth Democracy Festival: Create an election campaign

On 7 September, we invited young participants at the festival to meet the MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), 
Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Anders Vistisen (ECR) and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL)� The young people 
were tasked with helping the MEPs create their upcoming election campaigns by  letting them know in informal 
discussion groups what topics matter to them and talk about how best to bring out their campaign to the youth�

MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 27

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 24

Teachers 3

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     76 interactions     •     3538 reached 

1 post     •     38 interactions     •     1569 reached 

1 post     •     28 interactions

Speakers gender balance 
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3� The Youth Democracy Festival: Drawing Europe

In cooperation with our partners (The European Commission Representationin Denmark, the  Danish Youth Council, 
The European Movement, New Europe, Young European Federalists Denmark, The European Movement against the  
EU, and the Forum for International Cooperation Youth), the EPLO organised a series of 12 events during the three 
days, in addition to the ongoing information and social media activities taking place in the tent�

On 8 September, celebrated sketch artist Annette Carlsen joined us to offer her talents to guests at the tent� 
Participants had their unique portraits done while discussing the EU with officers of the EPLO and other visitors�

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 15

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     15 interactions     •     2261 reached 

0 posts     •     0 interactions     •     0 impressions

1 post     •     24 interactions     
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3� The Youth Democracy Festival: so many events!

In addition to the events mentioned in the previous pages the programme included:
• A set by the stand-up comedian Michael Schøt on the importance of youth engagement 
• Two interactive quizzes on the EU
• A debate with candidates for the EP2019 elections 
• A Q&A with MEP Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) 
• A debate with young candidates for the EP2019 elections�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 350

Stakeholders 10

Journalists 0

Youth 300

Teachers 10

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Social media activity by our partners

Social media activity by our partners

Social media activity by our partners

X 3 X 8
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3� The Youth Democracy Festival: Instagram activity

Owing to the success of last years' Instagram activity at the Youth Democracy Festival, the EPLO made sure to include 
a similar activity at 2018's rendition on 6-8 September.

As was the case last year and at the People's Meeting of Bornholm, the EPLO's Instagram activity proved to be 
popular with visitors to the tent and passers-by alike� The portable Instagram frame allowed for young people to 
engage with the European Parliament in a unique and creative way� The EPLO took pictures of participants, and  also 
encouraged them to interact with the Instagram frames and post the pictures on their own social media platforms�

MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Helveg (ALDE), and Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) also participated in the 
Instagram activity when they visited the tent for other activities organised by the EPLO and our partners�

MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 100

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 100

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     136 interactions     •     2811 reached

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     24 interactions
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European Parliament Ambassador Schools3�

The European Parliament Ambassador School Programme (EPAS), was introduced in Denmark late 2017� By 2018, 
18 Danish schools have enrolled in the project� While selecting the participating schools in Denmark, priority has 
been given to the special type of schools “Efterskoler”� The association of these schools (“Efterskoleforeningen”) acts 
as educational expert for the EPLO� The goal is to stimulate awareness among students and teachers of European 
challenges and European parliamentary democracy and make young people understand the importance of voting 
in the European elections of 2019� 

Teachers from the EPAS schools were invited to the Europe House for a seminar on 20 November� Amongst other 
elements, the programme included an introduction on the work of the EPLO, especially leading up to the EP2019 
elections and a talk on the implication of Brexit on Denmark by Jakob Nielsen, editor-in-chief of Altinget� The 
schools include EU on the curriculum in many differeny ways under the guidance of the educational expert� During 
this school year, most schools had a Skype meeting with one or two MEPs� So far, the MEPs Christel Schaldemose, 
Ole Christensen, Jeppe Kofod (all S&D), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Jørn Dohrmann (ECR), Margrete Auken (Greens), 
Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Morten Løkkegaard, Jens Rohde and Morten Helveg Petersen (all ALDE) have 
participatedin these Skype meetings

Danish Schools

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

Total participants 4390

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 3900

Teachers 490

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook at this stage

Not relevant for Twitter at this stage

Not relevant for Instagram at this stage

Speakers gender balance 
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Rejsby Europæiske Efterskole (Ribe)
Ryslinge Efterskole (Ringe)

Silkeborg Gymnasium (Silkerborg)
Skovlund Efterskole (Varde)

Skals Efterskole (Viborg)
Tømmerup Fri- og Efterskole (Kalundborg)

Vedersø Idrætsefterskole (Ulfborg)
Vestsjællands Idrætsefterskole (Gørlev)

Vrigsted Efterskole (Stouby)

Balle Musik- og Idrætsefterskole (Bredsten)
BGI Akademiet (Hornsyld)

Efterskolen Ådalen (Hørning)
Eisbjerghus Internationale Efterskole (Middelfart)

Frijsenborg Efterskole (Aarhus)
Han Herred Efterskole (Fjerritslev)
Holbæk 10�klassecenter (Holbæk)

Hårslev Efterskole (Slagelse)
Ranum Efterskole College (Løgstør) 

MEP participation 

X 3 X 7
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4� Copenhagen Welcome Event: This Time I'm Voting

With the European elections fast approaching, the EPLO has focused its efforts on spreading awareness about the 
elections, and getting the ball rolling with the election campaign thistimeimvoting.eu� The campaign emphasises 
volunteers, community outreach, and peer-to-peer relations in order to spread the word on the importance of civic 
engagement and voting�

The first event introducing the election campaign was held in Copenhagen on 11 October� The motivation, aims 
and methods of the campaign were presented to an international crowd of volunteers of all ages and of various 
backgrounds� After presentations, the volunteers did group work brainstorming for ideas on how to make the 
European elections seem more relevant and important to prospective voters�

The top recruiter in Denmark, also one of the best in all of Europe, Narcis Matache, gave a presentation on his 
approach to the election campaign, while Søren Warthoe of the European Movement Denmark presented the We 
Want Europe-initiative with its tool 1001 Homes� The EPLO’s Press Officer gave the volunteers tips on how to reach 
the local press, and Line Rønn Tofte from the youth medium Spektrum presented her work and how she might 
collaborate with volunteers�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 22

Stakeholders 1

Journalists 1

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 posts     •     171 interactions     •     4365 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     15 interactions
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4� Odense Welcome Event: This Time I'm Voting

A second event introducing the election campaign was held in Odense on 26 October� Head of Office Anne Mette 
Vestergaard presented the motivation, aims and methods of the campaign to an audience of Young European 
Federalists in Denmark on the island of Funen� Odense was the setting for this regional welcome meeting, to ensure 
that the campaign reaches beyond the capital area through multipliers from the regions�

After the presentation, the volunteers did group work brainstorming for ideas on how to engage in the European 
elections and the thistimeimvoting campaign�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

Total participants 30

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 30

Teachers 0
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4� Crossborder Welcome Event: This Time I'm Voting

The third event introducing the election campaign was held in Copenhagen on 12 November� The motivation, 
aims and methods of the campaign were presented to a crossborder audience of members of Young European 
Federalists Denmark, JEF Schleswig-Holstein and JEF Nordrhein-Westfalen� 

After an introduction on the campaign and what the EPLOs can do to assist volunteers in their efforts, the event was 
mainly focused on group work and exchanging ideas� At the end, a list of joint ideas for events and other actions 
was produced, to be used by volunteers in both countries, with the idea of arranging crossborder events firmly 
entrenched�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 18

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 18

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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4� Danish Cartoonists: This Time I'm Voting

The EPLO collaborated with Danish Cartoonists to produce a booklet of satirical cartoons centred on the phrase 
"This time I'm voting"� Denmark has a long-standing tradition for political satire� This publication played into that 
and produced a glimpse into the understanding of the EU in the year 2018� The contributors count 28 of the most 
celebrated Danish cartoonists and satirists who were given free rein to produce their drawings�

The book was launched on 30 November at the 85th anniversary celebration of Danish Cartoonists� Immigration 
and Integration Minister Inger Støjberg was invited to speak, being an oft-sketched and favoured subject of the 
cartoonists� The event attracted a crowd of approximately 70 guests�

Since its launch, the booklet has been distributed to stakeholders, journalists and other collaboration partners� 
We were also able to use the booklet as a Christmas gift for people who had convinced others to sign up for the 
campaign�

The booklet was introduced to the broader public on Instagram, and will continue to be distributed amongst visitors 
to the Europe House and partners� 

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 70

Stakeholders 10

Journalists 1

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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4� Send a postcard, secure a vote

Visitors to events hosted by the EPLO are being encouraged to write postcards reminding themselves or friends to 
vote in the upcoming EP2019 elections� A mailbox has been at the ready, and different batches of postcards have 
been put into production� 

Introduced during the People's Meeting of Bornholm, the postcard gimmick has proven popular amongst young 
and older visitors alike� By means of an old-fashioned postcard, event attendees have the opportunity to send 
personalised greetings in an analogue manner, possibly carrying significant resonance to recipients�

The EPLO has produced 30 cardboard mailboxes to be sent to our partner groups, along with postcards� These will 
be set up at EPAS schools for their school elections, libraries, and at events hosted by TTIMV-volunteers and partner 
organisations� Partners will then send back postcards to the EPLO, which will send it in early May as a reminder for 
citizens to vote�

MEPs have also participated by writing postcards to be sent along with the others in May 2019�

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 430

Stakeholders 50

Journalists 0

Youth 150

Teachers 20

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     95 interactions     •     5866 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter at this stage

Not relevant for Instagram at this stage
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4� Vox pops: thistimeimvoting

Video has become increasingly important in the social media strategy of the EPLO� Videos generate a large amount 
of views and by their nature, they command more attention than still photos� During the summer and autumn of 
2018, the EPLO had vox pops videos produced in line with the TTIMV-campaign strategy of focusing on ordinary 
Europeans� We asked them whythey would vote in the EP2019 elections, and on their thoughts about the EU� 

In total, 32 short videos have been produced, seeking to represent as broad a selection of Danes as possible The 
film crew interviewed people in the streets of Copenhagen, and also set up their camera at the EPLO's Culture Night 
event on 13 October� In total, 58 citizens participated in the videos�

The EPLO will distribute the videos throughout 2019 until the elections in May 2019� Four of the videos have already 
been uploaded to the EPLO's social media channels and generated a lively debate� The EPLO also advertised its 
activity on Instagram to encourage EU-interested citizens to find the camera crew in the city� The four videos 
distributed in 2018 generated 30,695 minutes of watched video� 

The videos will be aired on the tv channel DK4 in 2019 as part of the EE19 media activities�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 58

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

4 posts     •     8480 interactions     •     222,118 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 post     •     27 interactions

X 25 X 33
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4� This time I'm voting testimonial videos

The EPLO staff is trying to step up our own in-house capacity when it comes to production of videos� During this 
pre-election period, focus has been on producing testimonial videos with participants declaring their reasons to 
vote at the EP2019 elections

So far, 21 thistimeimvoting videos have been shot by the EPLO� The speakers include Commissioner Margrethe 
Vestager, volunteers and recruiters for the thistimeimvoting campaign, members of NGOs, think tanks, unions, and 
former MEPs�

As of 31 December 2018, 9 MEPs have participated in the videos, and a few more are lined up to appear in early 
2019� MEPs Christel Schaldemose, Jeppe Kofod, Ole Christensen (all S&D), Rina Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL), Margrete 
Auken (Greens), Morten Løkkegaard, Morten Helveg Petersen (both ALDE), Anders Vistisen (ECR), and Bendt 
Bendtsen (EPP) have all given testimonials as to why they will be voting in May 2019�

The six videos distributed in 2018 generated a total of 5807 minutes of watched video� Distribution will be intensified 
throughout 2019�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 21

Stakeholders 15

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

6 posts     •     1051 interactions     •     47,977 reached 

5 posts     •     387 interactions     •     17,929 reached 

6 posts     •     619 views

X 3 X 5X 9 X 12



5� Stakeholder activities
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5� Europa-Nævn Conference: Your Voice in Europe

On 18 September, the EPLO co-organised the annual Europa-Nævns Conference together with Europa-Nævnet, 
also known as the Board for the Advancement of Debate and Enlightenment Regarding Europe� This governing 
body administers grants in support of initiatives to further debate on the EU in Denmark, with which they fund 
numerous country-spanning projects each year� The event took place at the Workers' Museum in Copenhagen�

The focus of this year's conference was how to ensure that as many Danes as possible are able to vote on an 
informed basis at the EP2019 elections in May� Amongst others, there were talks by the EPLO's Head of Office Anne 
Mette Vestergaard, Danish Education Minister Merete Riisager, and Marlene Vind, professor at the University of 
Copenhagen� The event included workshops on the use of social media, on reaching out to local press, and on 
creating innovative EU activities� Participants exchanged ideas and experiences during the day�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 115

Stakeholders 115

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook 

5 posts     •     237 interactions     •     15,649 reached 

1 post     •     23 interactions
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5� People's Meeting: Debate series

The People’s Meeting of Bornholm has established itself as the single most important event in the Danish political 
landscape� In 2018 it was held for the eighth consecutive time, and the EPLO has participated every year since 
the beginning� Over a period of four days literally all Danish decision makers, the National Parliament, politicians, 
organisations, journalists, business representatives as well as citizens come together to discuss current political 
issues in the open air� 

The debates focused on a series of topics within the remit of the MEPs areas of expertise, and which would 
undoubtedly become contentious subjects over the course of the year in the run-up to the elections� 

On 14-16 June, the EPLO organised a series of 7 debates on various topics, pitting MEPs against each other, 
members of the national parliament, and key Danish stakeholders from relevant fields� The debates were hosted in 
a small tent, allowing for short, intimate debates, which encouraged a high degree of audience engagement� There 
were between 15 and 75 participants at each of the debates�

The first of these debates was contested between MEP Morten Messerschmidt (ECR) and member of the National 
Parliament and candidate for the EP2019 elections Rasmus Nordqvist (Alternativet)� They discussed the repercussions 
of Brexit and its consequences for Denmark�

The second debate was a discussion on lobbying and "do's and dont's" of lobbyist activities� MEP Bendt Bendtsen 
(EPP) debated the issue with Anders Stouge of Dansk Energi�

In the third debate, MEP Christel Schaldemose (S&D) challenged Torben Kudsk of FDM (United Danish Motorists) 
on the issue of diesel and how to ensure that the automotive industry lives up to health and safety standards� 

The fourth debate took place on 15 June between MEP Margrete Auken (Greens), Thomas Drustrup from the 
plastics industry, and Henrik Beha from Plastic Change debated the issue of plastics and pollution from single-use 
plastic products�

The fifth debate took place on 16 June and focused on the challenges and possibilities of globalisation� MEP Jeppe 
Kofod (S&D) acted as moderator in a debate between Peder Holk of the biological technology company Novozymes 
and Mogens Lykketoft, former Foreign Minister of Denmark and President of the United Nations General Assembly 
for its 70th session in 2015�
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5� People's Meeting: Debate series (cont�)

The sixth debate of the series was contested by MEP Jens Rohde (ALDE) and Anders Lassen of KODA, the 
representative of songwriters, composers and music publishers of Denmark� They debated the advent of new and 
updated copyright legislation for the digital age�

The seventh debate was a discussion of Fake News and how the proliferation of misinformation is potentially a 
threat to democracy� The debaters were MEP Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), Maria Mundt of the Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation, and Thomas Albrechtsen of Nextwork Consulting, which works with digital public affairs and more 
recently, digital disruption�

The debates were all live-streamed from the EPLO's Facebook page, and the EPLO staff live-tweeted from the 
debates� This ensured the rather high degree of reach and interest achieved throughout the debates�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 320

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

11 post     •     441 interactions     •     21,398 reached 

28 posts     •     707 interactions     •     42,943 reached 

Not relevant for Instagram

X 14X 9 X 2 X 5
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5� People's Meeting: Europa i flammer

In 2018 the People’s Meeting took place on 14-17 June� A special bonus event was the live-recording of the  weekly 
radio show "Europa i Flammer", hosted by MEP's Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Jens Rohde (ALDE)� The guests 
included MEP Morten Messerschmidt (ECR), politicians Holger K� Nielsen, Henrik Dahl, as well as candidates for the 
EP2019 elections Nikolaj Villumsen and Karen Melchior�

"Europa i flammer" is the weekly EU show and podcast of national radio station Radio24syv� It is estimated that 
around 10,000 people tune in to listen to "Europa i Flammer" every week� This special show was broadcast the 
Sunday after the People's Meeting�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 20

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 20

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 1 10,000

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

2 posts     •     37 interactions     •     4813 reached 

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� People's Meeting: Debates at Grønbechs Hotel

During the People's Meeting of Bornholm on 14-17 June, the EPLO's flagship evente was a series of kick-off debates 
for the EP2019 elections� These major debates were moderated by Thomas Lauritzen of Altinget� Mr Lauritzen 
published all the debates in his EU podcast for Altinget, Parlamentet over the summer of 2018�

The first debate featured two MEPs who are running for re-election� Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) and Jeppe 
Kofod (S&D)� Thomas Lauritzen asked them how the EU should navigate between Putin, Trump and fake news� The 
second debate was with the former MEPs and Ministers Helle Thorning-Schmidt and Bertel Haarder� The former 
MEPs offered advice for the candidates for the EP2019 elections in a discussion centred on the importance and role 
of Danes in the EU�  

The third debate featured MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Anders Vistisen (ECR) and Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) 
debated the future of the post-Brexit EU and Denmark's future role in the EU� Considering Brexit, the MEPs discussed 
whether Denmark should follow suit, get rid of Danish opt-outs and fully commit, or stick to the status quo� The 
last of the debates was contested by the two EP-candidates Nikolaj Villumsen (Enhedslisten) and Rasmus Nordqvist 
(Alternativet)� They both represent parties running in the European elections for the very first time� The debate 
centred on alternative directions for the future of the EU�

1 post       •     81 interactions     •     2623 reached 

11 posts     •     194 interactions     •     13,895 reached 

Not relevant for Instagram

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 350

Stakeholders 120

Journalists 22

Youth 30

Teachers 10

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 1 5000

Written 0 0

Online 1 10,000

X 2 X 8
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5� People's Meeting: Instagram activity

Continuing from last year's efforts to strengthen the visibility of the EPLO through interactive activities with passers-
by, especially the young, the EPLO designed a portable Instagram frame� Along with lifesized cardboard cutouts 
of Heads of State Theresa May, Vladimir Putin and Donald Trump, this served as a popular photo opportunity for 
visitors to the tent�

The Instagram frame had a thistimeimvoting-inspired message, ensuring that all who took pictures with it received 
a reminder well ahead of time that the European elections are forthcoming� Numerous ministers, politicians, 
multipliers and citizens participated, including all seven MEPs present at Bornholm�  

MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 150

Stakeholders 30

Journalists 10

Youth 35

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 post     •     135 interactions     •     2074 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 post     •     30 interactions

X 2 X 5
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5� People's Meeting of Funen

The People's Meeting of Funen is an event held in the premises of Fyens  Stiftstidende� The event comprises a mix of 
debates on all kinds of political issues with participation of local politicians, MEPs and candidates for the European 
elections, as well as leading experts from think tanks on various topics� Every major Danish party were represented 
with stands at the event�

The EPLO joined the People's Meeting on 1 September with an information stand distributing election materials in 
connection with four EU debates� The People's Meeting allowed the EPLO to meet citizens from outside the capital 
area and provide regional partners with materias for the upcoming elections�

MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP) participated in two of the four debates of the day, 
alongside candidates for the EP2019 elections from a broad representation of parties, including the new parties 
running, Alternativet and Enhedslisten�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 88

Stakeholders 8

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 1 90,000

Online 0 0

1 posts     •     15 interactions     •     1029 reached 

5 posts     •     62 interactions     •     6607 reached 

1 posts     •     18 interactions

X 3 X 7
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5� Stakeholder seminar: EU on the Curriculum

The EPLO hosted a one-day seminar on 21 February for 29 teachers at the Europe-House in Copenhagen� The 
seminar was organised in cooperation with the Educational Resource Centre, the Ministry for Children and Education 
and the EC Rep as part of a long-lasting “EU on the Curriculum” school project�

The one-day programme included a presentation of the various educational programmes and material developed 
by the EP and the EPLO (including EPAS and Euroscola), an introduction to Erasmus+, a presentation on current key 
legislation and an in-depth introduction to the dilemma games developed by the EPLO and EC Rep� 

The aim of the seminar was to provide the teachers with a more in-depth knowledge and understanding of the EU, 
introduce them to new teaching material and inspire them to include teaching on the EU in the curriculum in an 
engaging and creative manner� The seminar was followed by a three-day study trip to Brussels (mainly paid by the 
schools) during which the teachers visited both the EP and EC (see one of the following pages for details on this 
follow-up seminar)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 29

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 29

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� Stakeholder seminar on food safety in Brussels

It is of the highest importance for the EPLO in Copenhagen to create and maintain a solid network among our 
stakeholders� Every year, the EPLO organises a variety of stakeholder activities in order to ensure that stakeholders 
have the necessary basic knowledge and insight into the EU in general and the European Parliament and its 
legislative work in particular�

The first stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 27 February and the group consisted of 40 shop stewards 
from Fødevareforbundet NNF� It is a trade union organising skilled and unskilled employees within the food industry� 
NNF has about 30,000 members in both large and small companies, and is a member of the Danish employees’ 
federation, LO� 

The programme focused on food safety and included presentations by MEPs Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), Morten 
Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Ole Christensen (S&D)� The group also received a presentation on the EPLO and the 
legislative work of the EP related to food safety and a guided tour of the EP premises� 

The EPLO encouraged the participants to publish news from the visits in their sectoral magazines�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 40

Stakeholders 40

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram 
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5� Stakeholder seminar for teachers in Brussels

The second stakeholder seminar was part of the long-lasting “EU on the Curriculum” school project and took place 
on 8 March� The group consisted of 29 secondary school teachers from around the country� The programme focused 
on the future of Europe and included presentations by MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard 
(ALDE), and a foreign policy advisor to MEP Alyn Smith (Greens/UK) on Brexit� The group also received a presentation 
on the EPLO and the work of the EP related to EE2019 focusing on first time voters and a guided tour of the EP 
premises� 

The EPLO encouraged the participants to publish news from the visits in their school magazines�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 29

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 29

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� Stakeholder seminar on the social pillar in Brussels

The third stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 11 April and the group consisted of 25 shop stewards 
from AL Efteruddannelse� AL Efteruddannelse is a collaboration between the employer organisation ‘Arbejdsgiv-
erne’ and the three trade unions Dansk Metal, Blik- og Rørarbejderforbundet and 3F� 

The programme focused on the social pillar and included presentations by MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D), Margrete 
Auken (Greens) and Anders Vistisen (ECR)� The group also received a presentation on the EPLO and the work of 
the EP related to social policies, a guided tour of the EP premises and a visit to the House of European History� 

The EPLO encouraged the participants to publish news from the visits in their sectoral magazines�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 25

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� Seminar for Europa-Akademiet in Brussels

On 26 April we had the opportunity to organise a special stakeholder seminar in Brussels for 37 university students 
from Europa Akademiet, a professional network of university students organised by Think Tank Europa� 

The programme focused on the upcoming European Elections and included presentations by MEP Morten 
Løkkegaard (ALDE), EPLO and VISSEM staff and two MEP assistants�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 37

Stakeholders 37

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     26 interactions
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5� Stakeholder seminar for shop stewards in Brussels

The next stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 16 May and the group consisted of shop stewards from 
Malerforbundet, which is a trade union for skilled workers with 10�000 members� 

The programme focused on the social pillar and included presentations by MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and 
Bendt Bendtsen (EPP)� The group also received a presentation on the EPLO on the EP2019, a guided tour of the 
EP premises, a visit to the House of European History and a presentation by a MEP assistant to MEP Rina Ronja Kari 
(GUE/NGL)�  

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 25

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� Stakeholder seminar on social Europe in Brussels

The sixth stakeholder seminar of the year took place on 4 September� The group consisted of 25 trade union 
representatives from Dansk Metal� The participants all represented various workplaces within the IT, Technology 
and Mechanics sector, covering around 108,000 members/employees�

The programme included presentations by the two Danish MEPs, Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) and Christel 
Schaldemose (S&D), a guided tour of the EP, a presentation on the EP and EPLO and a meeting with a 
a member of the the Danish permanent EU-representation in Brussels on the topic of Brexit�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 25

Stakeholders 25

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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5� Stakeholder seminar for Europa-Nævnet in Brussels

The seventh stakeholder seminar was on 2 October� The group consisted of 8 members of Europa-Nævnet, also 
known as the Board for the Advancement of Debate and Enlightenment Regarding Europe� The Board, appointed 
by the political parties, administers a public fund in support of initiatives to further debate on the EU in Denmark, 
and they fund numerous country-spanning projects each year�

The group was received by EPLO Copenhagen's Head of Office Anne Mette Vestergaard and PR officer Sammy 
Lauritsen� The programme included presentations by senior European civil servants , the EPLO, and the MEPs Christel 
Schaldemose (S&D), Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE), Anders Vistisen (ECR), Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE), Rina 
Ronja Kari (GUE/NGL) and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP)�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 8

Stakeholders 8

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

X 5 X 5
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5� Three stakeholder seminars for the educational sector

The eighth stakeholder seminar was on 6 November� The group consisted of 60 teachers from Københavns 
Lærerforening, or Copenhagen Teachers Trade Union�  The programme included a presentation on Brexit by a member 
of the Danish permanent EU-representation in Brussels as well as meetings with MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D), 
Bendt Bendtsen (EPP), and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE)�

The ninth stakeholder seminar of the year was on 20 November� The group consisted of 15 members of AOF 
Lederforening, an association of 100 regional branches offering educational programmes and courses in order to 
spread understanding of societal developments and help citizens become active participants in democracy� The 
programme included a talk on Brexit by a member of the Danish permanent EU-representation  in Brussels and 
presentations by MEPs Christel Schaldemose (S&D) and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP)�

The tenth stakeholder seminar of the year was held on 21 November for teachers associated with Efterskoleforeningen� 
Efterskoler are independent boarding schools offering upper primary education with emphasis on different fields 
and disciplines, such as social sciences or sports� The programme included meetings with the Danish MEPs Anders 
Vistisen (ECR), Bendt Bendtsen (EPP) and Christel Schaldemose (S&D) as well as MEP Richard Corbett (S&D/UK)� 
All three groups received a tour of the EP premises and visited the House of European History� 

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 100

Stakeholders 15

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 85

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram

X 5 X 8 X 3 X 6



6� General activities
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6� 45th anniversary of Danish EU membership

In 2018, Denmark, Ireland and the UK celebrate 45 years of membership of the EU� In cooperation with the EPLO in 
Dublin and Brussels, a short video was produced to mark the anniversary, made the more poignant by one of the 
three countries potentially leaving the Union�

The video consisted of few clips from our historic archives and interviews with an Irish/Danish MEP "power couple"� 
The concept was discussions on what the effects of EU membership have been and will be in the future� MEP Jeppe 
Kofod (S&D/DK) and MEP Mairead McGuinness (EPP/IE) were happy to participate and were interviewed for the 
video in Brussels in December� 

The video was distributed through social media at the beginning of January by the EPLOs in Copenhagen and 
Dublin� Additionally, the video was posted in connection with the 20th anniversary of the Good Friday Agreement, 
as well as on Saint Patrick's Day� The original reach of the video was 47,045, but through subsequent postings, we 
achieved even further reach� In total, the video was viewed in full 5,644 times through EPLO Copenhagen's social 
media accounts�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

3 posts     •     1261 interactions     •     70,978 reached 

1 posts     •     68 interactions     •     6248 reached 

1 posts     •     42 interactions
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6� Europe Day

On Europe Day the Danish Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, held a special speech at an event organised by 
Tænketanken Europa� The speech focused on Denmark's role in the EU and the PM stressed the importance of 
communicating more clearly that EU membership is a good thing for Denmark - something he admitted to have 
downplayed previously� The speech was broadcast on national television and screened at the Europe House�

The EPLO celebrated the Europe Day intensively on Social media and TV by promoting our special Europe Day video 
from 2015� The nationwide TV station DK4 aired the video three times during the day with 19,000 viewers� The video 
was also shared on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram�

Thanks to the EPLO's efforts from previous years, it has become tradition for public transportation in the Copenhagen 
area to celebrate Europe Day with EU flags on the buses�  In general, Europe Day sparked an intensive debate on the 
meaning of the EU flag, as the National Parliament and the city hall in Copenhagen has rejected to use the flag, while 
several other municipalities and a few ministries used the flag on Europe Day�

Finally, on Europe Day, the EPLO and EC Rep invited the European Movement to organise a public Europe Day event 
at the Europe House on 9 May titled 'Europe - what's next? with former MEP Jens Peter Bonde�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 40

Stakeholders 10

Journalists 1

Youth 10

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 1 19,000

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

2 posts     •     686 interactions     •     37,036 reached 

3 posts     •     33 interactions     •     4803 reached 

1 posts     •     19 interactions     •     104 video views 
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6� United in Diversity - the EU does Pride

On 18 August, the EPLO participated in the Copenhagen Pride Parade along with the European Commission 
Representation, the European Environmental Agency, as well as the EU NGOs European Movement Denmark, Nyt 
Europa and European Youth Denmark under the shared heading “United in Diversity”�

It was a highly visible and tangible way to promote the values of equality and solidarity attested in the European 
Charter of Fundamental Rights as well as the EP2019 campaign� The Pride parade marched through the streets of 
Copenhagen along a 3�3 km route�

This was also a way to engage with Danish civil society, as more than 164 different organisations and companies 
participated� The parade was watched by more than 300,000 people, ensuring a high degree of visibility for the EU 
institutions and NGOs

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 50

Stakeholders 50

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

3 posts     •     595 interactions   •     12,602 reached 

2 posts     •     84 interactions     •     5515 impressions

7 posts     •     259 interactions     
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6� Town Hall Meeting: Debate on SOTEU

In the fall of 2018, the EPLO hosted two town hall meetings at the Europe House� These meetings aim at highlighting 
some of the main topics and questions about the EU and the EP2019 elections� The first town hall meeting, a debate 
on the State of the European Union, was held on 27 August�

The event was an opportunity for the Danish MEPs to deliver their own 5-minute State of the European Union 
speeches� This was followed by an active debate with the audience� MEPs Margrete Auken (Greens), Rina Ronja 
Kari (GUE/NGL), Jeppe Kofod (S&D) and Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) all presented their visions for the future of 
Europe and the topics they would like to put on the agenda for the EP2019 elections�

The entire event was streamed on Facebook Live and the moderator, Benjamin Elberth, managed to actively include 
a selection of the comments in the debate by asking the MEPs to answer some of the questions from our followers�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 80

Stakeholders 80

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

2 posts     •     261 interactions     •     16,993 reached 

9 posts     •     341 interactions     •     30,901 reached 

Instagram story    •     6 posts     •     897 reached 
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6� Running for Europe

The DHL Relay is the world's biggest relay race� The race takes place over the course of a week in five major cities 
all over Denmark� In total, it attracts more than 200,000 runners from thousands upon thousands of companies, 
organisations, and institutions� It is an ingrained part in the calendar of many of the participating organisations� The 
relay race consists of 5x5km runs�

The EPLO participated in the DHL relay race in Copenhagen on 28 August� It shared a tent with representatives of 
the European Environmental Agency and the EC representation in Denmark� Staffers at the Europe House ran in two 
teams, one of which was a mixed EC-EP team with three members of EPLO Copenhagen running to represent the 
European Parliament under the shared heading "Running for Europe"�

The EPLO gained significant offline exposure from the event, and was able to promote its participation on social 
media as well�

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 20

Stakeholders 10

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

Not relevant for Facebook

1 post     •     46 interactions     •     1738 reached 

1 post     •     61 interactions
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6� Cultural Night in Copenhagen

As part of the annual Culture Night in Copenhagen, which is one of Copenhagen’s most well-attended cultural 
events, the EPLO, European Commission Representation and European Movement cooperated on ensuring that 
the Europe House had a well-visited event aimed at promoting European diversity and allowing candidates for the 
European Elections to mix with citizens in an informal setting�

The Culture Night 2018 was on 12 October, and the event of the evening was speed-dating with tasting of various 
European beers, over which citizens could quiz candidates for the EP2019 elections� Meanwhile, the EPLO staff was 
able to promote the thistimeimvoting campaign and engage with visitors on EU issues�

The event attracted around 500 people over the course of 4 hours�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 520

Stakeholders 20

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 posts     •     96 interactions     •     4299 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

Not relevant for Instagram
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6� Value activities

The celebration of the 2018 Women’s Day was an online campaign carried out across the EPLO social media outlets; 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and an article on the EPLO website� In order to ensure a significant degree of 
outreach, the EPLO promoted the post on Facebook to a targeted stakeholder audience, i�e� women interested in 
media, as well as our fans�

The Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought was similarly an online campaign marking the acknowledgement in 
the Parliament of the work of the imprisoned Ukraininan film maker Oleg Sentsov� The online campaign mainly took 
place on 25 October, the day on which he was announced as the 2018 winner of the Sakharov Prize�

The Charlemagne Youth Prize was run as an online campaign as well� As last years' runner-up was a Danish entry, 
the EPLO was able to generate additional interest in this years' ceremony and the Danish entry, Ambassador Club – 
Meet the Ambassadors from the Youth Atlantic Treaty Association Denmark�

7 posts     •     844 interactions     •     29,135 reached 

6 posts     •     50 interactions     •     9417 reached 

1 post     •     37 interactions 
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6� Town Hall Meeting: Fake News Conference

A conference on Fake news tools took place on 29 October at the Europe House�

Stakeholders, journalists and members of the public attended the conference, in which a number of speakers sought 
to define fake news and and present strategies for countering it� Amongst the speakers were professor Vincent 
Hendricks, director of the Centre of Information and Bubble Studies at the University of Copenhagen, editors of 
major Danish news publications DR, TV2 News, BT and Ekstra Bladet, as well as Lisbeth Knudsen, editor of the news 
medium and think tank Mandag Morgen, and Christine Sørensen, Public Policy and Government Relations manager 
from Google� The production of media coverage was an integrated part of the conference, in which MEPs and other 
speakers were available for interviews with various media outlets�

MEPs Jeppe Kofod (S&D) and Morten Helveg Petersen (ALDE) also participated in the debates and fielded 
questions on their strategies for handling fake news and misinformation in the run-up to the EP2019 elections� 
Due to illness, MEP Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) participated by being amongst the many people watching the 
conference on Facebook Live and sending in comments and questions�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 80

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 40

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 2 200,000

Written 1 30,000

Online 1 5000

4 posts     •     277 interactions     •     14,565 reached 

9 posts     •     402 interactions     •     33,919 reached 

Instagram story     •     6 posts     •     897 views

X 4 X 8
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6� The 2017 LUX Prize

As in previous years the EPLO organised screenings of the LUX 2017 finalists� The screenings were held at the cinema 
of Cinemateket (The Danish Institute for Films)� There were four screenings in total� Two evening screenings at 19:00 
on 10-11 January - one of Western and one of Samiblod� Further two noon screenings were held for pupils and 
students on 9 January and 11 January - both of Samiblod� 

The noon screenings were introduced by the Head of Office, while the evening screening of Samiblood was 
introduced by the director of the film, who was invited by Creative Europe Desk Denmark� Western, a German film, 
was introduced by a representative from the German embassy in Copenhagen� During the introductions, an EPLO 
representative also spoke on the LUX prize�

Three of the four screenings were almost fully booked, whereas the early screening on 9 January had some last-
minute cancellations�

After the screenings the film Western received a very positive review in the major Danish daily Politiken�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 400

Stakeholders 1

Journalists 1

Youth 200

Teachers 5

Outreach - Media

Pieces Outreach

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 1 311,000

Online 0 0

5 posts    •     522 interactions     •     18,924 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

2 posts     •     59 interactions
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6� The 2018 LUX Prize

As part of the simultaneous screening the 2018 LUX Prize finalists Styx and The Other Side of Everything were 
screened in three Danish cinemas on 6-8 November: Vester Vov Vov Cinema in Copenhagen, Café Biografen Cinema 
in Odense and Nikolai Biograf og Café Cinema in Kolding� 

The EPLO was in close contact with the venues and the EPLO staff introduced the film The Other Side of Everything, 
the LUX prize and thistimeimvoting-campaign at the screening in Copenhagen� A representative from Creative 
Europe Denmark did the introductions for the two screenings in Kolding� 

The event in Copenhagen was advertised on both the Facebook page of the EPLO and of the cinema� Furthermore, 
the EPLO advertised the screening in its newsletters, and the tickets for the event were ‘sold out’ very fast� The events 
in Odense and Kolding were advertised locally through the website of the cinemas� Finally, all of the events were 
advertised on the LUX news page on the homepage of the EPLO, on the campaign event page and on Creative 
Europe Denmark's homepage�

Speakers gender balance 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 284

Stakeholders 5

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

6 posts     •     495 interactions     •     17,487 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

2 posts     •     29 interactions
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6� MEP videos by EPLO Copenhagen trainees

During the course of 2018, the EPLO had three sets of trainees, all of whom were tasked with recording videos with 
the MEPs during their visits in Strasbourg� These videos were subsequently used in the online and offline work of 
the EPLO�

On February 19, the trainees completed a project in which they interviewed Commissioner Margrethe Vestager 
about her work and why youth engagement in politics is so important� The video was used as inspiration for how to 
approach negotiations for the almost 200 participants at the EU Youth Summit on 3-4 March� Additionally, the video 
achieved a reach of  8717 on Facebook�

Other trainees produced thematic videos with the MEPs on their areas of expertise as well as thistimeimvoting 
testimonial videos� So far, MEPs Ole Christensen, Christel Schaldemose, Jeppe Kofod (all S&D), RIna Ronja 
Kari (GUE/NGL), Margrete Auken (Greens), Morten Helveg Petersen, Morten Løkkegaard (both ALDE), Bendt 
Bendtsen (EPP), and Anders Vistisen (ECR) have all participated� MEP Jens Rohde was interviewed on his area of 
work�

The MEP testimonial videos will be distributed in the run-up to the elections in May 2019�

Speakers gender balance MEP participation 

Outreach - Direct participants

Total participants 0

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

9 posts     •     765 interactions     •     35,197 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

3 posts     •     276 interactions

X 5 X 7 X 3 X 7
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6� Holiday greetings from EPLO Copenhagen

Owing to the long-standing working relationship with Danish Cartoonists, the EPLO was able to produce a special 
edition Christmas card� The pre-eminent Christmas elf cartoonist of Denmark, Jens Julius, offered his considerable 
skill in designing the card, which depicts Santa Clause voting in the EP2019 elections�

The Christmas card was sent out in partner networks along with the booklet of satirical sketches (see Election 
Activities)� The bilingual text in the card encourages further collaboration in the new year and reminds recipients of 
the importance of their work to ensure that as many EU citizens as possible vote�

The card was widely used by colleagues across Europe as their personal seasonal greeting card�

Outreach - Direct participants

Stakeholders 0

Journalists 0

Youth 0

Teachers 0

Outreach - Media

TV 0 0

Radio 0 0

Written 0 0

Online 0 0

1 posts     •     240 interactions     •     3538 reached 

Not relevant for Twitter

1 posts     •     45 interactions



7� Gender balance
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Gender balance7�

Debates that impact policy-making and the lives of European citizens take place in Brussels and in the EP Offices in 
the Member States every day� More gender diversity is needed in these debates, because good policy comes from 
new perspectives and fresh analyses which are reflective of the societies it impacts on�

In accordance with the policy of the European Parliament, the EPLO in Copenhagen actively takes steps to improve 
the gender balance among speakers at public events� However, this is definitely an area we could improve on in the 
future�

With 41.1 % women and 56.9 % male speakers at the EPLO events in 2018, our gender balance was not as good as 
last year, and not as balanced as we had aimed at� While specific events were relatively balanced, with by far most 
panels including at least one female speaker, as a whole, our events were skewed towards having relatively more 
male speakers throughout 2018�

Speakers gender balance 

MEP gender balance 
With only 4 women out of 13 Danish MEPs in 2018, a perfect gender balance is almost impossible to achieve� Our 
numbers have gone down from last year, as 52 female MEPs and 82 male MEPs were represented, for percentages of 
38.8 % women as opposed to 61.2 % men�

X 160 X 212

X 52 X 82



8� The Road to #EP2019
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Heading towards the European Elections 20198�

Throughout 2018, more than 100,000 Europeans joined the election campaign thistimeimvoting�eu� By the time of 
writing in February, the number has risen to more than nearly 200,000� Let’s make this campaign the most citizen-in-
clusive election campaign since the inception of the European Union� 

So we hope you will join us in spreading the word on the European elections in May so that Denmark can rank 
amongst the strongest of European democracies� You can help by signing up as a volunteer on thistimeimvoting�eu� 
You can join the movement by helping us at the EPLO, you can host your own events, or simply talk to your friends 
and family and take them out to vote on 26 May� Every vote matters�

Together with my colleagues, I look forward to meeting you at seminars and events around the country and in 
the Europe House in Gothersgade 115� In the early part of 2019, the EPLO will be travelling the country in order to 
spread awareness of the upcoming elections� In the meantime, part of the Europe House will be transformed into a 
modern exhibition space that offers personal contact as well as an interactive and educational experience – a true 
“Europa Experience” in the heart of Copenhagen� 

As we approach the 2019 elections, I invite you to engage with and dig further into our activities on our europarl�dk 
website and social media platforms� Sign up to our newsletter to receive the latest  updates on how you can join our 
efforts to get out the Danish vote in May 2019� 

Anne Mette Vestergaard
Head of Office
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